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Dr. Sandy is a learning and behavior expert, author, educator and  
international speaker. She holds a degree in Clinical Psychology with a  
PhD in Teaching and Learning with Both Sides of the Brain. Dr. Sandy’s  
internationally acclaimed program, Teaching That Heals The Brain, is the 
culmination of a long history of teaching experience as well as clinical work 
with children struggling with learning and behavior challenges. 

Thousands of teachers around the globe have been empowered by her 
knowledge and practical tools. Educators describe her approach to teaching 
and parenting as ‘eye-opening, a breath of fresh air’ and ‘life changing.’ 

Dr. Sandy is an expert in the latest developments in Neuroscience, Functional 
Medicine, Psychology and Interpersonal Neurobiology. She is the author of 
two books: Parents Take Charge and Who’s in the Driver’s Seat?
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A truly transformative program that  
takes education to a whole new level

This exceptional program, developed by Dr. Sandy Gluckman, is based on 
the latest discoveries about the brain, as it applies to educating students with 
learning, behavior and mood challenges. Educators discover exactly how it 
is possible to heal the brain while teaching. Dr. Sandy’s powerful brain-based 
tools are easily integrated into any curriculum and normal teaching routine. 

Educators that know how to blend neuroscience and  
teaching can literally change children’s lives

program goals
•	 To	help	educators	maximize	their	students’	ability	to	learn.
•	 To	empower	educators	with	skills	and	strategies	to	use	with	defiance,	 

meltdowns, anxiety, temper tantrums, withdrawal and hyperactivity …
•	 To	change	the	emphasis	from	‘managing’ learning, behavior and mood  

problems to ‘preventing and healing’ these problems.

Students will: 
•	 Learn	more	easily	
•	 Increase	cognitive	ability
•	 Become	more	self-aware
•	 Develop	emotional	stability
•	 Build	self-confidence	and	self-worth

Applicable for educators in early education through high school, working  
with students ranging from special needs through gifted and talented.

workshops include
1.	 How	to	use	Neuroplasticity	to	Teach	Effectively	and	 

Heal the Brain.

2. How to Teach using Both left and Right Brains.

3. The Joys and Challenges of Educating Gifted and  
Talented Students.

4.	 Preventing	Suicide	and	Homicide.

PLUS: LEADERSHIP THAT HEALS
Powerful Tools and Strategies for Educational Leaders.

PLUS: PARENTING THAT HEALS
Parenting Tools and Strategies for Moms and Dads. 

tailored for
•	 Conference	Keynote
•	 Half-day,	One-day	or	Two-day	workshops
•	 Ongoing	updated	workshops	for	CPE	hours

To book a workshop call Dr Gluckman:  
214-682-8980 or go to drsandygluckman.com

“I truly believe this will 
change my life and  
my students’ lives.  

Everyone needs this.” 

“Outstanding program  
that has given me  

such hope! Can’t wait  
to use the tools and  

see the results.”

“An amazing new look  
at myself as a teacher.  

Has encouraged me  
to approach my  

students differently.” 

“This has been incredibly 
changing, both personally 
and professionally. I feel  
encouraged to continue  
this work in my own life 
and in my classroom.” 

what  
educators  
say:

“The workshop was  
an eye-opener! You have  

given me hope, not  
only as a teacher but  

also as a parent.”


